
Scratch Lesson - Olympic  Podium

In this simple lesson, we’ll learn how to create an Olympic Podium. All graphical assets 
required are included in the template. All you need to do is re-create the code behind it.

The coding that we’ll cover in this lesson is as follows:

 1) We’ll learn how to create keyboard commands to move your sprite around.
 2) We’ll learn how to make your sprite interact with objects around it.
 3) Lastly, we’ll learn how to allow our sprite to collect a gold medal!

STEP 1:

Let’s Get Started!

STEP 2:

Step 1 of our journey is importing the template provided called - Olymic Podium.

Now let’s get comfortable with the assets.

You’ll see that there’s already the following assets included in the template:

 •  A sprite (you can change the sprite to any character).
 •  A stage.
 •  a Medal.
 •  3 Podiums (1st / 2nd / 3rd).
 •  A Backdrop (background).

By the way, an asset is a resource or material.

Alright, let’s start with some coding, on the far right side of your screen, you’ll see a heading 
that says “stage” and a backdrop under it called: “Backdrop 3”. Click on Backdrop 3 and in 
the middle of your screen, where you can drag and drop code, drag and connect the 
following code:

When you drag and drop the 
broadcast block, you need to 

type out “start”.

This block is going to allow 
us to tell our code to start 
from scratch (excuse the 

pun)  when we click the Go 
[green flag] button.

Forever means 
that this 

command will run 
for an infinite 

amount of time.



Okay, now that’s done, let’s focus on the three di�erent podiums (1st / 2nd / 3rd).  We will 
use the same code for all three of them! Click on “podium-1st”

Again just a couple of blocks of code needed for this one. Here we need to ensure that these 
layers sit behind our sprite, else our sprite will be lost behind them. So drag and connect 
these blocks together:

STEP 3:

This block here will tell the 
layers to always go to the 

“back layer”. 

Again this is wrapped in a 
forever block to tell it that it 

must continue this for an 
infinite amount of time.

Complete the above for all three podiums.

Now let’s focus on the medal, click on the “medal” asset and pop this code into it:

STEP 4:

Remember that block we set to “broadcast - start” in step 2? We’re using it now to tell our 
medal to do something when it receives the broadcast.

The “if --- then” command allows us to input a control to tell the code to do something. In 
this case it’s if touching the sprite, then it must hide.

Make sure that when you input the “touching” code, that you click the little drop down 
arrow and you select “sprite” to tell the code that it must only “hide” if touching the sprite.

Don’t forget our code on the right side as well, as it’s important!



Now let’s start with the fun stu�! Let’s get our sprite to move and interact with objects 
around it. The previous steps were important to set us up to be able to do this part.

Drag and connect the following code:

STEP 5:

This is going to position our sprite to a 
starting point, and every time we click the 

“start” flag, it’ll reposition to these 
co-ordinates..

This block is important! As it’ll tell the code 
for our sprite to be a layer above the other 
assets, such as the podiums, stage, etc. If 
we don’t have this, then our sprite will be 

lost behind the other assets.

Tells the sprite to show in the beginning

After you’ve completed the above, let’s move onto this section:

Here we are again using the 
broadcast command setup in step 
2 to execute this code.

The 4 “if commands” here are telling our sprite to 
interact with the stage, podium-1st, podium-2nd, 
and podium-3rd. 

If we don’t use this, our sprite will not be able to 
interact with the assets, meaning that our sprite 
will not be able to jump up onto these assets.

Remember when imputing the “touching” 
command to click the down arrow and choose 
the appropriate asset that we want this code to 
run on.

The “y” co-ordinates are relating to height. If 
you think about a square box, the height (or y) is 
the tallness of the square box, where the width 
of the box would by “x”.
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Let’s finally apply keyboard commands, so we can actually move our sprite around.

STEP 5 - Continued:

Again, our broadcast command.

The keyboard input to make our sprite
move to the right. How fast our sprite
moves is controlled by the numerical
value of the  “change x by () block”, this 
also controls the direction of our 
sprite.

Inputting a negative numerical value 
(or integer) will make our sprite move 
in the opposite direction.

This last line here will allow our 
character to move downwards. 
However, notice the value is a negative 
(-). If the y value is positive, it’ll make 
our character jump instead, but we 
don’t want that.

Now, honestly, this section is just for fun and isn’t required. However, if you want feedback
when you collect the medal, then complete this section below:

This will add a “cheering sound e�ect” and a “coin sound e�ect” when you collect your 
medal. Just for that extra bit of fun and interaction!

After all of this, you should be able to: 

 a) Move your character to top of the 1st podium.
 b) Your character should not be behind anything.
 c) You should be able to collect the medal on top.

That wasn’t so bad hey? Well done! :)
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